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ABOUT AFRICAN CENTRE FOR
MEDIA EXCELLENCE
African Centre for Media Excellence is a Kampala-based non-profit professional organisation committed to promoting excellence in
journalism and mass communication in Africa.
Strategically, ACME occupies the space between the media industry and academic institutions that train journalists.

Our Objectives
l To conduct evidence-based research on media performance and
practice in Africa.
l To provide continuing education and mid-career training for
journalists and communication practitioners and to render
financial, material and/or moral support to persons pursuing
career advancement in journalism and communication.
l To support quality journalism through provision of reporting
grants and fellowships to journalists.

Our vision is to become Africa’s leading
independent media and communication support organisation. Our mission is to inspire
journalists to seek and achieve professional
excellence and to help make our news media
more reliable and credible sources of information, effective watchdogs, and vibrant forums
for public debate.

l To inspire excellence through offering awards yearly for
outstanding journalistic work.

ACME also equips members of the private
sector, civil society, academia and the government with skills to engage more effectively
with the media while educating the public to
better appreciate the forces that shape the
news. Finally, ACME advocates, promotes and
defends press freedom and freedom of expression.

l To promote media literacy to help the public recognise and
appreciate the forces that shape media coverage.

l To provide an online resource centre for African newsrooms and
journalists, and media educational and training institutions.
l To act as a watchdog for the media and, in that capacity, offer
media monitoring and evaluation services, advocacy and
defence of media rights and freedoms.

l To organise and host seminars, conferences, workshops,
fellowships and symposia to discuss issues relating to such
educational, developmental, political, cultural and socioeconomic matters as the centre’s management may deem
appropriate.
l To advocate free, pluralistic, and responsible media, and promote freedom of expression.
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Sometimes I worry that African media
spends too much time reporting the
stories of the big man and woman in
politics rather than telling the stories
of the common people.
									 — Trevor Ncube

Majority owner of Mail & Guardian weekly

FROM THE BOARD CHAIRPERSON
Last year ACME reached a milestone: it made five
years. It has been a half-decade of doing and learning as the Centre contributed to the improvement
of journalism and mass communication standards in
parts of the African continent, starting with Uganda. The last five years were informed by a strategy
that focused on training for mid-career journalists;
support to journalism development through awards,
grants and the convening of public dialogues and
symposia; media literacy training for wider society;
media research; media monitoring; and free media
advocacy.
The next five years will be no different in terms of
areas of focus listed above. The Centre will continue executing its work with characteristic passion, diligence and innovation. To keep a better
work focus, however, ACME will operate under a
new five-year strategic plan (2016-2021). Work on
developing the plan will begin in earnest in 2015.
Preliminary work started late in 2014 when the
Centre embarked on an institutional strengthening
process. Working with an organisational development expert, management, staff and some members of the board participated in a series of reflective meetings. What is ACME? What is it doing? How
well is it doing what it is doing? What systems and
processes are in place? How can ACME do better? A
major aspect of the strategic plan will be a theory
of change that clearly articulates ACME’s goal, and
the results that we expect from our activities.
As we think of the future in big strategic terms,
it is important to reflect on the past year, 2014.
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One of the key highlights was the coming on board
of the Democratic Governance Facility as a new
partner. Support from DGF, ACME’s largest partner
yet, enabled the Centre to work deeply in the area
of public affairs journalism. The Centre now runs
a six-month fellowship for younger journalists, a
grants scheme for reporters to pursue subjects often not well covered, and conducts data journalism
training. Under this support, ACME also launched
the annual lecture series on media and politics in
Africa. The year further saw ACME launch the Uganda National Journalism Awards scheme with support
from Hivos, the Dutch humanist agency concerned
with international development. All these activities
will be carried out again in 2015. We thank these
and other partners for working with us.
The coming year will be characterised by a lot of
political activity as campaigns for the February
2016 general elections get underway. The media
will be right in the fray, bringing to the public stories and analyses from all camps and from all corners of the country. How well will the media cover
the electoral process? ACME is poised to monitor
how media cover the elections over a period of a
year. We will share our findings with senior editors
and media managers every two months. We think
Ugandan media can become even better witnesses
to the political process. That is partly why ACME
exists. We will not waver.
Monica B. Chibita, D. Litt. et Phil.
Chair, Board of Directors
ACME Annual Report 2014

INDUSTRY BACKGROUND
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IN THE FIELD UNDER ACME
AUSPICES: Journalists Richard Kintu of
Red Pepper and Nankwanga Eunice
Kasirye of NBS TV interview Hoima
District Chairman George Bagonza.
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Journalist fees trigger uproar
Even as Uganda gains in press freedom rankings

Compared to 2013, the year 2014 offered more
space for Ugandan media to operate freely.
In 2013, the government had gone so far as
to shut down the Daily Monitor and the Red
Pepper (along with their print and broadcast
affiliates) for more than a week in response to
political coverage that it deemed unacceptable. The crackdown on individual journalists
was also more intense than in 2014.
This sea-saw approach toward the media—
cracking the whip at one moment, while falling silent the next—has become a hallmark
of state-media relations in Uganda under the
nearly three-decade rule of President Yoweri
Museveni. And yet, Uganda continues to have
one of the more vibrant media scenes in eastern and southern Africa.
Ideally, government abuse of media freedoms
should not be a point of discussion at all.
Uganda’s constitution provides for freedom of
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expression and press freedom. Uganda is also
a signatory to various international protocols
that demand government respect for free expression and free media to the widest extent
possible. Uganda, besides, boasts an access to
information law, one of the few countries in
sub-Saharan Africa to have one.
Despite all of this, the Museveni administration — the very government that superintended
over the drafting and promulgation of the
current constitution and the access to information law — has continued to violate rights to
free expression, assembly, and association. The
media and civil society are sometimes treated
as armed political opponents the moment they
raise questions or engage in activities that the
administration perceives to be challenging its
hold on to power.
Government abuses against the media in
Uganda have been around since a few years
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after independence in 1962. The lowest point
was reached in the 1970s under Idi Amin during
which time several journalists were murdered1.
The situation has not been comparable since
President Museveni assumed power in 1986, but
his government’s fights with the media, inside
and outside the courts, are numerous. That has
nonetheless not stopped the media landscape
from exploding from only state broadcasters
in the early 1990s to a multi-player, diversified
industry two decades on.

ON THE RECORD:
A journalist
interviews Ms
Marie Lintzer of the
Natural Resource
Governance Institute
at ACME in June
2014.

Government abuses against the
media in Uganda have been
around since a few years after
independence in 1962

The two biggest media houses — with interests
in radio, television, print and online — are the
majority state-owned Vision Group and Nation
Media Group, a Nairobi-based private conglomerate. The Vision Group owns six FM radio
stations broadcasting in many of the country’s
major languages and targeting all geopolitical
regions: Vision Voice (English, central); Bukedde FM (Luganda, central); Radio West (Runyakitara, western); Etop Radio (Ateso, eastern);
Radio Rupiny (Luo, northern); and Arua One
(Lugbara, West Nile). In television, the company owns the Luganda-language Bukedde TV
and Bukedde 1 TV; the Runyakitara-language TV
West; and the English-language Urban TV. The
New Vision newspaper is the group’s English-

1 In the Amin era, Munno editor, Fr. Clement Kiggundu, was burnt alive inside his car, while his colleague John Serwaniko was found dead in his

police cell. James Bwogi, a TV journalist, and news photographer Jimmy Parma were killed as well. Several were jailed. Others chose exile.
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language daily and flagship product. The group
also runs three regional weeklies written in the
respective indigenous languages in the regions
– Etop, Orumuri, Rupiny – and one daily, Bukedde. Nation Media Group’s outlets are Daily
Monitor and Sunday Monitor newspapers, KFM
radio, NTV Uganda, and the Luganda-language
radio station, Ddembe FM. All are based in
Kampala.
In addition to the two market leaders, there
are a number of other smaller privately owned
entities: The Red Pepper, a daily tabloid whose
affiliates include the publications Kamunye,
Entatsi and Hello!Uganda and the recently
opened radio station, Juice FM; the tri-weekly
The Observer; and weekly newsmagazine The
Independent. As at June 2014, according to the
Uganda Communications Commission (UCC)2,
there were 257 “licensed operational FM radio stations” and 72 TV stations (67 analogue,
3 digital terrestrial, and 2 digital satellite).
The state-run Uganda Broadcasting Corporation (UBC) has the widest TV and radio reach,
broadcasting in multiple local languages as
well as in English and Kiswahili. Although UBC
was supposed to have transformed into a pub-

lic broadcaster, it remains very much a state
entity that is largely subservient to the ruling
party and rarely provides for views critical of
the government.
There are concerns that NRM politicians or
business people close to the ruling party own
about 70 per cent of the private FM stations,
especially in the countryside3. Broadcast regulator and licensing body UCC, however, puts
radio ownership by politicians at about 15 per
cent. Faith-based organisations are the other
category that owns a substantial number of
broadcast outlets. Such ownership patterns
have raised concerns about media diversity,
especially given that many radio stations
owned by politicians or the politically connected business people have been known to
turn away members of the opposition and other
voices of dissent. For example, in April 2014,
Mr Edgar Agaba, the proprietor of Hoima-based
Spice FM, sacked his station manager for having opposition politicians on a talk show. Mr
Agaba was the first head of the Public Procurement and Disposal of Public Assets Authority, a
government entity. At the time he dismissed his
station manager, Mr Agaba was in the running

2 See UCC report titled, “Postal, Broadcasting and Telecommunications Annual Market & Industry Report 2013/14”.
3 Report of the International Mission on Freedom of Expression in Uganda, September 2010.
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for the position of managing director of the National Social Security Fund, a statutory agency
whose top job goes to a person the president
has signed off on.
Similarly, there are also fears that conglomeration could in future undermine the media pluralism and diversity that democracy demands.
Regarding new media, growing numbers of
Ugandans have turned to the Internet as a major source of information. Internet usage is increasing fast, with the estimated number of users rising to 8.5 million as at June 2014 (24 per
cent of the population) from 6.8 million a year
before4. Freedom House reports that this is
partly due to the proliferation of smart phones,
especially as Uganda’s mobile phone usage has
spiked dramatically from less than one million
users in 2001 to about 19.2 million as at June
20145. This has been accompanied by lower
mobile phone tariffs and cheaper bandwidth
costs. Freedom House has also reported no major blockages or censorship of Internet applications, and no arrests of bloggers or ICT users.
Social media platforms, including Facebook,

There were 257 ‘licensed operational FM
radio stations’ and 72 TV stations as at
June 2014

Twitter, WhatsApp, LinkedIn, and Blogspot are among the 15 most popular sites in Uganda. Recent numbers are hard to come by, but registered
Facebook users stood 562,240 as at end 20126. The number has most
definitely gone up. A number of civil society groups are slowly embracing social media while others are using SMS platforms and Internet-based
crowd sourcing for advocacy and offering voice to citizens.
By and large, however, Ugandan civil society has not fully taken advantage of the mobilisation and citizen engagement opportunities offered

4 See UCC report titled, “Postal, Broadcasting and Telecommunications Annual Market & Industry Report 2013/14”.
5 See UCC report titled, “Postal, Broadcasting and Telecommunications Annual Market & Industry Report 2013/14”.

6 http://www.internetworldstats.com/africa.html
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Internet usage is increasing fast, with the estimated
number of users rising to 8.5 million as at June 2014

by the Internet and new media. Many local
websites carry little up-to-date information,
have few dynamic links, and contain few or no
interactive features. Journalists are also increasingly embracing social media to enhance
their reporting. However, the opportunities
offered by the Internet and new media are yet
to be exploited fully7.
The major media houses in Uganda show some
degree of professionalism through the kind of
content they produce. They are often comprehensive, bold and independent in their reporting. This is especially true for newspapers and

some television stations.
However, the quality of Uganda journalism
could improve. Concerns persist over professionalism and ethical standards in many newsrooms. There is still little enterprise, depth,
analysis and investigation. Elementary mistakes, single-source stories, poor news judgement, and glaring inaccuracies as well as cases
of ‘brown envelope’ journalism undermine the
credibility of media institutions.
In-depth reporting and investigation of public
affairs such as health care delivery, education,

Uganda’s mobile phone usage has jumped dramatically from less
than one million users in 2001 to about 19.2 million as at June 2014
7 ACME will conduct a study in the first quarter of 2015 to establish how mainstream media use new media to gather and share news and information.
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energy, human rights, land use, environment,
infrastructural development, corruption, and
local governance are rare or inconsistent8.
With the exception of some Uganda Radio
Network programmes, radio news is very often
full of episodic event-based reporting that does
not interrogate issues. Radio stations continue
to pay disproportionate attention to music and
entertainment over public affairs programming. The quality of television news has improved with the growing competition, but even
then they could deeper reporting.
The Ugandan media also rely too much on
politicians, government officials and business
executives in their reporting. The voices of
civil society, independent experts and ordinary
people are not often dominant in media coverage9.

Ugandan journalists cite poor pay, lack of
knowledge/skills and pressure not to publish as
the biggest obstacles to their work10. Pressure
not to publish comes from both the government and major advertisers.
Lack of resources and limited access to information are also cited as major hindrances
to investigative journalism and public affairs
reporting. The glorification of private profit at
the expense of public interest has also been
blamed for the average quality of our journalism.
The rate of occupational mobility in Ugandan
journalism is also noteworthy. Many experienced journalists have moved on to other
fields such as marketing and public relations.
Commentators note that such haemorrhage

8 ACME will publish in the first quarter of 2015 a report on findings from a baseline research on media coverage of public affairs in Uganda.
9 Mwesige, P.G. (2006). “The Media and Civil Society in Uganda: Exploring Relations and Possibilities.” Paper Presented at Breakfast Meeting for

Media Owners Hosted by the Civil Society Capacity Building Programme. Kampala, November 15, 2006
10 Colmery, B. et al. (2009). There Will be Ink.
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In-depth reporting and investigation of public affairs such as
health care delivery, education, energy, human rights, land use,
environment, infrastructural development, corruption, and local
governance are rare or inconsistent

weakens institutional memory and diminishes
the intellectual capital and credibility of news
organisations11.
According to the African Media Barometer
(AMB) 201212, still relevant today, Uganda’s
1995 Constitution contains one of the best
provisions on freedom of expression in Africa,
guaranteeing “every person … the right to freedom of speech and expression, which shall include freedom of the press and other media”.
The government has, nevertheless, continued
to propose and pass laws that fundamentally
threaten free expression, media freedom and

access to information. The proposed Press and
Journalist Amendment Bill 2010, the Regulation
of Interception of Communications Act 2010,
and the Public Order Management Act 2013 all
further threaten freedom of expression and
other fundamental liberties, contributing to an
environment of self-censorship13.
The Constitutional Court annulled the sedition law in 2010, but that sort of thing has not
stopped the state from relying on other provisions of the penal code to go after journalists
for their critical reporting.

11 Mwesige, P.G & D.K. Kalinaki (2007). “East Africa: 50 years of media,” in E. Barratt & G. Berger (Eds.). 50 Years of Journalism: African media since
Ghana’s independence. (pp. 97-109). Johannesburg: African Editors Forum, Highway Africa, and Media Foundation for West Africa.
12 http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/africa-media/09427.pdf
13 Freedom House (2012). “Uganda: Freedom of the Press 2011.” http://www.freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-press/2011/uganda
See also: Freedom House (2012). “Uganda: Freedom in the World 2012.” http://www.freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2012/uganda
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In October 2014, court sentenced CBS Radio journalist Ronald Ssembuusi14 to a fine of
Shs1,000,000 or one year in prison for criminal
defamation. It was the culmination of a twoyear trial. The journalist had reported that
a former chairman of Kalangala District had
stolen solar panels meant for the islanders15.
Guilty verdicts for criminal defamation are rare
indeed in Uganda and Mr Sembuusi’s case was
an outlier16. To practice, The Press and Journalist Act requires journalists to register with
the National Institute of Journalists of Uganda
(NIJU), then obtain a licence, renewed yearly,
from the Media Council.

STATE ENFORCER: Ms Namayanja

The state had generally not bothered with
these provisions. That is, until last year. Information Minister Rose Namayanja, citing Section
42 of the Act, issued Statutory Instrument No. 4
of 2014 spelling out the fees journalists have to
pay to practice17.

14 https://www.hrnjuganda.org/PRESS%20STATEMENT-CRIMINAL%20DEFAMATION.pdf
15 A constitutional petition seeking the annulment of criminal defamation has been pending in the Supreme Court for years. The Constitutional Court

upheld the law in a unanimous judgment in 2009.
16 http://www.mediacouncil.ug/files/downloads/STATUTORY%20INSTRUMENTS%20SUPPLEMENT%20FEES.pdf
17 http://mobile.monitor.co.ug/Oped/New-media-rules-unacceptable/-/691272/2298644/-/format/xhtml/-/dwe777z/-/index.html
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Statutory Instrument No. 4 of 2014 spells out
the fees journalists have to pay to practice
Critics protested saying the fees will shut
out some people from working as journalists,
thereby limiting media space and freedom of
expression18.
Shortly after the issuance of the fee structure,
three free expression advocacy organisations
jointly challenged the constitutionality of several provisions of The Press and Journalist Act.
Section 42 that Ms Namayanja invoked is one of
those singled out for annulment19. The minister
further released Statutory Instrument No. 5 of
201420 that narrows the code of ethics provided in the Act. The statutory instrument, for example, says it is “unacceptable for a journalist
or editor to unreasonably persist in questioning
… a person who has asked the journalist or editor to desist from such acts”. This will make investigative journalism nearly impossible, critics

argue21. The last year also saw the coming into
force of two laws that could potentially curtail press freedom: The Anti-Pornography Act22
and The Anti-Homosexuality Act23. The former defines pornography in general terms and
establishes a nine-person Pornography Control
Committee with broad powers to decide what
qualifies as pornographic material.
The committee is also authorised to step up
surveillance measures by installing software in
mobile phones, computers, and television sets
so as to detect and suppress the flow of pornographic material. Critics argue that the state
could use the law’s loose provisions to crack
down on news outlets whose reporting the
powers that be do not like for whatever reason. The Anti-Homosexuality Act – overturned
on a technicality by the Constitutional Court
within months – banned coverage of anything

18 http://www.scribd.com/doc/213965629/Uganda-Press-and-Journalist-Act-constitutional-petition
19 http://mediacouncil.ug/files/downloads/Press%20&%20Jour%20Fourth%20Sch1.pdf

20 http://www.newvision.co.ug/mobile/Detail.aspx?NewsID=654810&CatID=397
21 http://www.ulii.org/files/Anti%20Pornography%20Act%20of%202014.pdf
22 http://www.scribd.com/doc/208880087/Anti-Homosexuality-Act-2014
23 http://www.scribd.com/doc/208880087/Anti-Homosexuality-Act-2014
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As these questionable moves were happening,
journalists were pushing back the best way
they know how: through the courts. In October, the High Court overturned an order issued
months earlier by Buganda Road Chief Magistrate Lillian Bucyana to lock journalists out of
the courtroom as she heard the case of theft of
audio recordings of Police chief Kale Kayihura
as he appeared to talk partisan politics with an
informant.
The magistrate had agreed with prosecution
that media coverage of the trial of officer
Ronald Poteri would reveal confidential and
sensitive security information. Dissatisfied,
court reporters, through Uganda Court Reporters Association, sought a judicial review in the
High Court. It was the first time in Uganda that
journalists went to court to resist in-camera
hearing of a case. That they succeeded is very
important in the cause for access to information and transparency in the conduct of government business.
assumed by the authorities to be promoting
same-sex relationships. Offending journalists
and rights advocates could have served up to
seven years in jail or pay prohibitive fines.

ACME Annual Report 2014

Whereas the closures of the Daily Monitor and
Red Pepper had Uganda drop in the Reporters
without Borders’ World Press Freedom Index
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rankings to number 110 out of 180 countries
surveyed in 2013, a quieter 2014 saw the country jump to position 97. Reporters without
Borders is an international organisation that
campaigns for a free press.
The Access to Information Act, 10 years in the
making and finally promulgated in 2005, is still
not being implemented because there seems to
be no political will to do so. Ugandans, especially journalists and other who love transparency in the way the government is run, should
test the law’s provisions. There should be a
concerted effort to go to court to challenge all
those government officials and agencies that
deny information to citizens.24
In the year ahead, however, media freedom
will largely be informed by how the campaigns
for the February 2016 general elections pan
out. Tighter races may see politicians and their
agents lash out at media houses and journal-

Whereas the closures of the Daily Monitor and
Red Pepper had Uganda drop in the Reporters
without Borders’ World Press Freedom Index
rankings to number 110 out of 180 countries
surveyed in 2013, a quieter 2014 saw the
country jump to position 97
ists they perceive to be unfair. Journalists and
their media houses meanwhile will face the
challenge of sorting out fact from rumour originating from almost-guaranteed increase in use
of social media by various political camps this
coming campaign season.
Of course, at the presidential level, if President Museveni has a tighter race, we may see
state security agents getting involved. Journalists could easily end up on the receiving end.
The year 2015 will most definitely be a busy
one for Ugandan journalism.

24 As this report was being compiled, the chief magistrate at Mengo in Kampala issued a judgement, the first of its kind, ordering a government
agency, National Forestry Authority, to release information that had been denied the Hub for Investigative Media. See story at http://acme-ug.
org/?p=2115 and read the full ruling at http://ugandajournalistsresourcecentre.com/access-information-ruling-hub-investigative-media-vs-nationalforestry-authority/
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Vision Group CEO Robert
Kabushenga introduces
Mr Trevor Ncube (extreme
right) of South Africa’s Mail
& Guardian weekly to the
group’s journalists in their
Kampala newsroom.
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2014 was the first time in
Uganda that journalists
went to court to resist
in-camera hearing of a case
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ACME 2014 AT A GLANCE

1,916
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Beneficiaries served in the year
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56%

		
Journalists served.
They are our
primary target group.

29%
Women served.
We barely missed
our 30% target.

The spike in July and August was
because the online resource centre
acted also as ACME’s main website

ACME Annual Report 2014
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FOCAL AREAS IN 2014
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Vision Group winners and runners-up in the first
Uganda National Journalism Awards, organised by
ACME, couldn’t pass up a photo op with chief guest
IGG Irene Mulyagonja in Kampala on 9 April 2014.
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JOURNALISTIC EXCELLENCE
To promote journalism that informs and engages the public and holds public leaders accountable for their words and actions, ACME
continued to offer mid-career training to
journalists. Our approach recognises that skills
are not enough in the pursuit of journalistic
excellence. We therefore mixed skills modules — such as analysis and depth, sourcing and
interviewing, enterprise and investigation, and
use of data — with content/knowledge modules that exposed journalists to new or deeper
knowledge in key areas of public affairs.
Themes that we focused on included covering extractives (oil, gas and mining); politics;
local government; public policy; and business,
finance and economics.
Recognising the limitations of one-off training
workshops, we continued employing a longterm approach in which mentoring and coaching over several months complemented practical, face-to-face encounters.
We exploited the opportunities offered by the
Internet and new media to critique media performance, engage journalists both individually
and as a collective, and to maintain a form of
professional fellowship.
ACME Annual Report 2014

New Vision’s Charles Etukuri collects his winner’s award (investigative reporting) from ACME board chairperson Monica
Chibita (left) and IGG Irene Mulyagonja on 9 April 2014.

We also continued to offer competitive depth
and investigative reporting grants for promising story ideas that explored important public
issues. To encourage production of comprehensive and impactful stories, we launched the
Uganda National Journalism Awards, the first
such all-encompassing scheme in Uganda. We
are set for the same event in 2015.
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Mid-career Journalism Training

Since 2011, ACME has trained 185
journalists in covering extractives

Journalists can report and analyse issues with
confidence when they master the subject matter in the area of their interest. Indeed, it is
easy to tell the difference between the work
of a journalist who only engages with a topic
casually and one who is a ‘student’ of the
subject. The credibility and level of authority
the specialised reporter brings to the story will
always show.
Oil, gas and mining
Challenge Uganda found commercial oil in
2006. Back then media coverage was spotty
because, apart from the oil companies and a
few experts in government, the public and the
media remained sceptical, thinking it was all
hype. Coverage continued being sporadic for
several years. Even after more and more media
houses latched on to the subject, the stories
lacked depth, context, and did not explore potential impact of oil activities on the Albertine
communities and the region’s sensitive environment. Journalists had no clear understanding
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LIVING DANGEROUSLY IN
THE FIELD: The Independent’s Joan Akello (centre)
sets sail to inspect the salt
pans of Lake Katwe in Kasese
District.

of the otherwise heavily specialised petroleum
industry and thus relied on government and
company pronouncements. Besides, Uganda has
never had an extractive sector to speak of. So
everything was new for a vast majority of the
people, journalists included.
Intervention Since 2011, ACME has been at
the forefront of journalism training on extractives — facilitating workshops, field trips and
mentorship as well as administering reporting
grants and awards under various training projects. The point was to contribute to “effective
and consistent oversight by the media of extractive resources and revenues, contributing
to their improved use for the public good in
Uganda”. From 2011-2014, with support from
the Natural Resource Governance Institute, formerly Revenue Watch institute, ACME trained
scores of journalists, getting them to listen to
experts and to visit oil, gas and mining sites in
Uganda, Tanzania and Ghana. MacArthur Foundation also came on board from 2012-2014,
with extractive reporting training focused on
radio journalists from the Albertine region.

ACME Annual Report 2014

Results Since 2011, ACME has trained 185 journalists in covering extractives and given out
thousands of dollars in grants. The trainings
have ranged in duration from a few days (for
editors and bloggers) to months (for reporters). In 2014, with funding from the Natural
Resource Governance Institute, the MacArthur
Foundation and the Fund for Global Human
Rights, ACME trained 59 reporters, bloggers,
online journalists and TV/radio producers.
We gave out $5,630 in story writing grants to
17 reporters. These trainings, we believe, have
contributed toward better coverage of the sector. While more needs to be done for truly informed and nuanced reporting, at ACME we see
more stories with multiple sources, more community voices, more context, and a little more
enterprise and depth. The 40 radio journalists
we trained with MacArthur support formed an
association named Albertine Oil Reporters Network to harness as a group the knowledge and
skills they had gained.
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Business, economics and finance

Challenge The need for journalism reporting
skills in business, economics and finance is
acute in many African countries as the continent gets more connected to international
trade systems, more dependent on international financial markets, and more vulnerable
to unregulated capital flows. Study report upon
study report has recently shown that Africa is
bleeding its precious dollars in illicit financial
flows — maybe more than $50 billion a year,
according to the latest of those reports25. That
figure is as much as Africa needs yearly to fund
infrastructure projects or, put differently, it
is “approximately double the official development assistance that Africa receives” per annum. Between 2002 and 2011, Uganda “experienced gross average annual illicit flows of $884
million”. This translated into a loss on average
of $243 million in tax per year through trade
misinvoicing26. This is a serious situation yet
African journalism does not seem to be paying
as much attention to the issue as it should.
‘MULTINATIONAL’ JOURNALISM:
Ugandan, Ghanaian and Tanzanian
journalists in a group discussion at
ACME in June 2014.

25 http://www.uneca.org/iff
26 http://www.gfintegrity.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Hiding_In_Plain_Sight_Report-Final.pdf
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10 journalists from four countries underwent training at ACME
to understand how African economies lose huge sums of money
every year through practices such as misinvoicing

Intervention It was in light of the need for African media to make sense of how money leaves
the continent illegally that the Thomson Reuters Foundation (TRF) — with support from Norwegian development agency, NORAD — joined
with ACME and three other Africa-based media
development organisations to offer training
in financial and economic reporting in 2014
as a build up on pilot work done the previous
couple of years. The current project will run
through 2016. Its prime objective is to improve
the quality of the African media’s reporting on
finance and economics with a focus on taxation and illicit capital flows. The project aims
to train at least 140 journalists from across the
continent.

We gave out $5,630 in story writing grants to
17 reporters covering oil, gas and mining
ACME Annual Report 2014

Results In September and December 2014, a
group of 10 journalists from four countries
(Uganda, Kenya, Malawi, Tanzania) underwent
training at ACME to appreciate how African
economies lose large sums of money every
year through practices such as tax evasion and
avoidance. ACME also delivered lectures to 48
finalist journalism students at Makerere University to extend reach and impact of the project.
It should be noted that these trainings used
to be held almost entirely in Nairobi. ACME,
in a small way, has attempted to change that
dynamic. It is still early days, but we are seeing an increase in local media interest in the
financial activities of multinationals based in
Uganda. Some of the reporters on the financial
dealings of a telecom company have benefited
from the course.
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Media Monitoring, Website, Social Media and
Online Resource Centre

takes the form of critiques of the way journalists in Uganda do their work. Other material is
simply general information, but from which a
keen journalist could derive a story tip.
Intervention In 2014, ACME continued to improve on the various services it has offered
over the years primarily to journalists although
anyone interested in public affairs can benefit.
We have a website, an online resource centre
that is a site within a site, and we run Twitter
and Facebook accounts.

Challenge Quick access to accurate and meaningful information is crucial to any journalist.
Yet it is not often in Uganda that journalists
gain access to such information. Granted, a
journalist’s business is to dig and dig if he or
she is going to turn up with a decent, revelatory story. Instances are many, however, where
a journalist could have gained access to good
information easily and quickly before proceeding to dig to fill in the gaps. ACME’s reason for
being online is to help make it easy for journalists to gain access to useful information on
public affairs. Some of the information also
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Results We published several critiques of media performance on our website, which is one
way we fulfil our mandate of monitoring media
performance. ACME’s internal and external
critics commented on anything from convoluted intros in newspaper stories to careless
use of statistics and lazy angling of stories.
These critiques have often sparked off debate
amongst journalists especially on social media
once shared. We believe that through these
debates some journalists have learned something. The site also carried news on media
from around the world, plus information on
opportunities for further training inside and
outside of Africa. Closed Facebook pages such
as Covering Oil and Albertine Oil Reporters continued to be used for coaching and mentoring
ACME Annual Report 2014

of journalists who had been through training at
ACME to learn how to improve their coverage
of the extractive sector. Critiques of stories by
trainers and mentors and peers and sharing of
source contacts and press releases and reports
of studies all happened there and led to better
reporting. Suffice to say the Covering Oil page
serves journalists from Uganda, Ghana and
Tanzania.
ACME staffer Grace Natabaalo runs another
closed Facebook page, Uganda Journalists,
with more than 930 members where all things
journalism and more are discussed. In 2014,
however, there was a lot more activity on
ACME’s online resource centre: we populated
it with a wealth of policy documents, reports,
articles and training tools from the government, public corporations, civil society and
the academia in order to create a free-to-use
knowledge centre that serves as a basis for
journalists’ research, as well as offer a repository of tools through which they can engage
in meaningful self-study. We also used several
curation tools to provide one-stop access to
high quality, free journalism and media management handbooks such as media guides on
climate change, data journalism, use of new
digital tools and journalist safety. In the last
quarter, we activated ‘Ask a Mentor’ tool as a
ACME Annual Report 2014

simple mechanism through which new or young
journalists can ask a range of questions on
any subject to be answered by ACME’s growing
team of in-house and external media trainers.
The ACME website is attracting significant traffic, performing even better than many Ugandan
websites, including some news media sites,
according urlm.com, an independent website
tracker. This is a sign that there is increasing
uptake of the information ACME puts out there.
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Fellowships, Grants and Awards
Challenge Media houses in Uganda rarely put
money and time behind even their star reporters to go out and pursue stories with blockbuster potential. Journalists are trained at school,
sometimes in the newsrooms once employed,
and also attend various theme-based trainings
such as those ACME has provided. Yet they return to the newsrooms and because of the dynamics there, including penny pinching by the
business managers, the journalists cannot put
what they learned to impactful use. Essentially, the skills and knowledge they have obtained
go to waste, the journalists grow grumpy, and
some end up leaving the profession rather
prematurely altogether — denying their media
houses expertise and institutional memory.
Intervention ACME uses a multi-pronged approach to inspire journalism that is deep and
enterprising. It involves training, awarding of
story grants, and rewarding of good journalistic work. The year 2014 saw ACME systematically join the three elements for the first time.
With support from the Democratic Governance
Facility, we launched a 28-month project titled
Enhanced Media reporting for Transparency and
Accountability (EMERTA). Among others, the
project provides for data journalism training,
six-month fellowships for journalists who are
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at the start of their careers, and story writing
grants for those Ugandan journalists interested
in public affairs reporting. With support from
Hivos, the Dutch humanist international development organisation, ACME held the first
Uganda National Journalism Awards event that
brought together about 114 guests, most being
journalists, for food, music and recognition.
The approach is not just to reward good work,
but also rather to promote the generation of
such work first through the reporting grants
scheme.
Results In 2014, ACME provided six-month
fellowships to 25 journalists. The fellowships
come with funding to do at least two major
projects, one of which must be rooted in data
journalism that the fellows will have been
trained in. The fellows produced 39 stories,
most of which would not have seen the light of
day given the reluctance of even able media
houses to fund in-depth reporting because it
takes sizeable amounts of time and resources.
Some 30 journalists received Shs61 million in
open grants and produced 29 stories. For the
awards, ACME received 233 broadcast, print
and online entries in 16 categories from 115
journalists from all over Uganda. Women submitted 40 per cent of the entries. And Shs37.5
million was given out on 9 April to 13 winning
journalists.
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A panel of 13 men and women of high standing
in the world of Ugandan journalism picked the
winners. Two journalists won in two separate
categories. It is early days yet, but the potential for these awards to inspire quality journalism is evident from the testimonies of several
of the inaugural winners. “When I entered
office with the award, everyone came to me
asking for the copy of the stories that won,
this showed that people were interested and
they also want to write stories that would win
awards just like me,” said Mr Andrew Masinde,
a winner in the features category and runnerup in the business and finance category from
the New Vision.
In 2015, unlike 2014, runners-up will get a cash
prize on top of a certificate and a plaque. At
the gala, Mr William Pike, a distinguished media owner and manager in Uganda and Kenya,
delivered the keynote speech to inspire journalists to do even better. Inspector General of
Government Irene Mulyagonja presided.
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MEDIA LITERACY

Challenge Media messages are a critical feature
of everyday life in modern society. Media influences and effects are felt across the globe,
transcending social and cultural boundaries.
However, media also cater to a diversity of interests thus the need to know how best to use
media for one’s own, hopefully noble, purposes. For better or for worse, many of our perceptions of the world around us are shaped by
what we read, see and hear in the media. Good
causes can be won or lost in the media, as are
careers in public life. Skills in using the media
in all their varied forms have become essential
for governments and any public, private, civil
society or corporate organisation that seeks to
mobilise public opinion and to advance particular interests.
Intervention ACME runs a media literacy training programme aimed at helping public officials, members of civil society, the political
class, business people, as well as high school
leavers improve their skills in engaging with
the media.
PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION: ACME trainer Rachel Mugarura-Mutana (left) takes a
participant in media literacy training through the paces of a TV interview.
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Social media — especially Facebook, Twitter
and Google Plus — continued to be a hit with
the CSOs
Results We worked with 12 civil society organisations (CSOs) in 2014 compared to 14 the
previous year. We trained 29 people at ACME,
and interacted with 55 others through external
engagements mostly conducted at the offices
of respective organisations. As a result of the
engagement, we see a growing appreciation
amongst CSOs of the importance of communication in promoting their work. Several groups
— including National Association of Professional
Environmentalists (NAPE), Green Watch, Global
Rights Alert, African Institute for Energy Governance and Deniva — recruited new communications officers with ACME support in some cases.
Social media — especially Facebook, Twitter
and Google Plus — continued to be a hit with
the groups. Other Internet-based tools such as
websites — linked to social media platforms —
and e-newsletters are now employed by the
groups. Staff from several organisations appeared on radio and television stations, while
others gave media interviews without having
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to facilitate reporters or pay for space/airtime from media outlets as they used to. In
fact, other organisations like NAPE went a step
further: founding a radio station, Community
Green Radio, based in Hoima. The station seeks
to amplify the voices of the local communities
in the eco-sensitive Bunyoro region to effectively participate in natural resource management processes. The effect of all this is expansion of the flow of information to the public.
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PUBLIC LECTURES,
WORKSHOPS, AND
SYMPOSIA
Challenge At ACME we are constantly thinking
of innovative ways to advance excellence in
journalism and communication in Uganda. So,
in 2013, using own meagre resources, we decided to get journalists, and friends of journalism, to regularly gather informally and reflect
on the world we live in, work in, and also the
world around us.
We continued the practice in 2014, the same
year the Democratic Governance Facility came
on board to support the initiative. Talking informally and in a relaxed setting over bites and
drinks — outside the pressure of the classroom
(there is always the boring speaker) or newsroom (there is always the unreasonable deadline) — tends to yield interesting insights on
issues. Besides, it creates a sense of fellowship
among the journalists, especially the regular
attendees. That is why we introduced monthly
movie screenings and discussions, and an annual lecture series.
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Intervention We hold a monthly Movie Night @
ACME. The films we screened in 2014, revolving around media and public affairs, were:
Mandela; Mad Dog: Inside the Secret World of
Muammar Gadhafi; Bhutto; Reportero; War on
Whistleblowers; Fire in the Blood; Nothing but
the Truth; An African Election; Black Gold; Big
Men and Under Fire: Journalists in Combat.
Passionate debate followed every screening.
Each month we also held a chat with people
doing interesting things. Dubbed “An Evening
With…”, we discussed the following subjects
in the year: the South Sudan conflict (Mr David
K. Mafabi, President Museveni’s political aide,
and Bubulo East MP Simon Mulongo); fighting
corruption in public sector procurement (Mr
Edgar Agaba, first executive director, Public
Procurement and Disposal of Public Assets
Authority); changing the face of Kampala (Ms
Jennifer Musisi, executive director, Kampala
Capital City Authority); the national budget
and the private sector (Mr Gideon Badagawa,
executive director, Public Sector Foundation
Uganda); the 2014/15 budget in context of the
national economy (Ms Ana Lucia Coronel, senior resident representative and mission chief,
Uganda IMF Office); the oil curse (Mr Andrew
Bauer, economic analyst, Natural Resource
Governance Institute); doing good journalism
(Mr Alan Kasujja, presenter on BBC Newsday);
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Mr Gregg Zachary, a professor at Arizona State University and a former journalist, shortly after
speaking at ACME on how drones might transform the business of gathering news.

The regular monthly events
were attended by 357 people
(298 being journalists) in 2014
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A combined 315 people, mostly journalists, attended
the senior media managers’ breakfast with Trevor
Ncube or showed up for his lecture later on the
same day
the place of the Directorate of Public Prosecutions in delivering justice (DPP Mike Chibita);
and implications for media of the Data Protection and Privacy Bill 2014 (Ms Stella Alibateese,
director, regulation and legal services, National
IT Authority; Bunya West MP Vincent Bagiire,
also chairman of Parliament’s ICT Committee; and Dr David Turahi, director information
technology and information management, ICT
Ministry).
The two monthly activities led to the launch
of an Annual Media and Politics in Africa Lecture series. Mr Trevor Ncube, the Zimbabwean
majority owner of the South Africa-based Mail
& Guardian weekly, delivered in the inaugural lecture on 26 November 2014. He also met
several media owners and senior managers.
He visited the Vision Group headquarters and
delivered a pep talk to staff in the newsroom.
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Results The regular monthly events, attended
by 357 people (298 being journalists) in 2014,
have created rapport and a sense of fellowship
amongst journalists from various media outlets.
For the regular attendees, the debates have
deepened their understanding of various issues
beyond polarised politics, which is a staple of
Uganda’s public affairs coverage.
A combined 315 people, mostly journalists, attended the senior media managers’ breakfast
with Trevor Ncube or showed up for his lecture
later on the same day. The movies and the
talks, especially the talks, not only sometimes
led to immediate news stories but also over
time we are seeing an effort toward more nuanced reporting of the issues.
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AN EVENING WITH: KCCA Executive
Director Jennifer Musisi is welcomed to speak
at ACME on the evening of 16 April 2014.
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OTHER ACTIVITIES
Action for Transparency (A4T)
Challenge Theft, leakage, wastage and general
misuse of government money are common in
Uganda. All corruption-tracking indices show
Uganda doing poorly in tackling corruption. An
example. Uganda, one of the world’s poorest
countries, has consistently ranked as one of the
most corrupt as well under the annual Transparency International Corruption Perceptions
Index surveys. (It ranks 142 of 175 countries in
2014; it ranked 140 of 177 in 2013.) The country, not surprisingly, is presently in the midst
of procurement scandals in the transportation
sector involving billions of dollars.
Intervention In 2013, Fojo Media Institute, a
Swedish university-based organisation, invited
ACME to be part of a pioneering project that
sought to fight corruption and mismanagement
of public money sent to primary schools and
health centres in Wakiso – the pilot district. Action for Transparency, as the project is called,
literally puts power in the hands of the people.
It allows an individual to use a mobile phone
(using an App) or a computer with Internet ac-
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cess to check the amount of government money flowing to each public primary school and
public health clinic in Wakiso and report any
abuse. The report then goes public, but without revealing the identity of the person reporting. For details, go to http://www.actionfortransparency.org/. Other organisations involved
in the project are Transparency International
and the Uganda Media Development Foundation. A similar project is underway in Zambia.
Should the pilot work well it will be expanded
in both countries, and Kenya and Tanzania will
be brought on board as well.
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Results ACME’s role in the year was to train
various Ugandans in effective use of the technology/app. Consequently, we trained 284
journalists, 168 university/college students,
120 members of the civil society, 46 teachers
and 218 other citizens from all walks of life.
The trainees underwent a one-day training during which they were made aware of their right
to access information in the hands of government, how to access it, their right to ask government to account for money spent and, of
course, how the app works.
Several participants were happy to know that
they had a right to access information held by
public agencies. “I didn’t know that I have a
right to government information but after this,
I will lead those who don’t know their rights
so as to fight practices like corruption by viewing government information,” one participant
wrote in the feedback form. That comment
echoed many similar ones. The programme
will be rolled out to other districts in central
Uganda in 2015.
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Inside ACME’s purpose-built training room.
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ORGANISATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
• ACME@5.

The African Centre for Media Excellence was
incorporated in Kampala in August 2009. So
on 15 August 2015, we put on a small shindig
at the office for friends, fans, clients and
staff. About 50 people attended the event
held on the ACME lawns.

YUSUF ZIRABA

HARRIET ANENA

• Newsletter

• More Staff

We introduced ACME News, a quarterly newsletter, to provide a regular and fuller update of
our activities to our diverse audiences. We released three issues because we started a little
late into the year.

The Centre’s staff expanded to 16 in 2014.
Mr Paul Kimumwe joined us from ActionAid
International Kenya as programme officer,
grants and fellowships; Ms Harriet Anena
joined from Daily Monitor as special projects officer; and Mr Yusuf Ziraba joined from
Inter-Religious Council of Uganda as finance
and grants manager.

• Planning

PAUL KIMUMWE
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We held a strategic planning retreat in December, during which we reviewed our work in
2014 and refined our strategic goals and plans
for 2015. Key results are summarised at the
start of this report.
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Team ACME

GRACE NATABAALO
APOLO KAKAIRE

RACHEL MUGARURAMUTANA

PETER MWESIGE

LYDIA NAMUBIRU

PHIONAH BASIRIKA

IRENE NABUNYA

SUSAN NALWERA

JOSEPH LUTALO

BENJAMIN
RUKWENGYE

BERNARD TABAIRE
ERIA KIRANGWA
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TADEO KATO
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TESTIMONIALS
Looking forward to
more...
From: Anne Grace Akwango Elotu
Date: Thu, Sep 18, 2014 at 10:35 AM
Subject: Re: Media Relations Presentations
To: Apolo Kakaire <akakaire@acme-ug.org>

Efficient as ever...
From: irene ssekyana
Date: 17 September 2014 17:43
Subject: Re: Media Relations Presentations
To: Apolo Kakaire <akakaire@acme-ug.org>

Many thanks Apollo for keeping your promise of sending
the materials out immediately. Once again, kudos to the
ACME team for a job well done throughout the 3 days of
training.
Cheers, Irene

Dear Apolo,
Thanks for the opportunity you
gave us to train on Media relations. It was a well organized workshop, great presentations but what
I loved most was how you walked
us through some concepts. It was a
great eye opener and really look
forward to further networking with
all the team.
Regards,
Anne Grace Akwango Elotu
Director of Programes
Development Network of Indigenous
Voluntary Associations (DENIVA)
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Thank you, ACME team!
From: Julius Kyamanywa
Date: 18 September 2014 11:17
Subject: Re: Media Relations Presentations
To: Bernard Tabaire <btabaire@acme-ug.org>

Hello Peter, Racheal, Apollo, Bernard and the entire
ACME team,
it was such a wonderful moment that we had with you.
You organized such a great training for us. we were not
only able to learn but also fellowship. We thank you. God
bless you.
Julius,
Community Green Radio
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The ACME centre is wonderful...
From African Writers Trust website
“ACME is a most wonderful venue for
small-group workshops and the like. In
addition to the conference room, there
is a library well-stocked with journalistic material, a pantry, and offices for its
friendly employees. They availed stationary and printing services. The caretakers assigned to us were swift to cater to
every query and need. All the facilities
were clean, neat and functioning properly! They have a large compound, partly
layered with stones in the parking area,
and the other part comprising a spacious garden where break tea, lunch and
evening tea were served under a tent.
Everybody agreed too, that the food they
served was excellent.”
For more go to: http://www.africanwriterstrust.
org/awt-editors-workshop-was-awesome/

You make journalism
interesting & professional
Dear ACME team,
Thank you for sharing your newsletter.
This is a great initiative -- a
very easy read, yet so, so informative. The numerous articles by people
that have been fortunate enough to sit
through your training sessions (from as
far as Ghana, Tanzania and even Indiana in the United States!) are rich in
detail on the authors’ experiences in
Uganda. I can’t say enough about how
innovative and useful your work is.
Thank you for making journalism so
interesting, professional and peoplecantered -- which it should be.
I hope I will be able to visit soon, especially to attend one of the ‘Evenings
with...’.
I look forward to the next issue of the
newsletter.
Than you once again, and best wishes.
Charlotte Ntulume
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Teaming up for transparency
Through the Action for Transparency (A4T)
Smartphone app, being piloted in three
Ugandan districts, communities are being
armed with information allowing them to
report anonymously when budget allocations
for health centres and schools fail to
match public expenditure.
Using the GPS-enabled A4T app, a user can
receive the location of a school or health
centre, the number of staff allocated to
them by both the government and the institution, and the amount of money approved
and dispersed.
If they suspect money is being misused—for
example if the government provides funds
for an ambulance which then is nowhere to
be seen—the user can simply click on the
app’s whistle icon to send an instant report to the A4T website and Facebook page.
“If it is a police case we’ll report it
to the police,” said Moses Karatunga, the
programme officer for Transparency International (TI) Uganda.
In the past year, Uganda’s corruption rating has deteriorated, according to TI.
They are introducing the app along with
the Fojo Media Institute, part of Linnaeus
University in Sweden, the Uganda Media Development Foundation (UMDF) and the African Centre for Media Excellence (ACME).
For more go to:http://mgafrica.com/
article/2014-09-28-in-uganda-a-whistleblower-phone-app-seeks-to-outsmartcorruption/
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ACME IN THE NEWS
A welcome reflection on
our media
Editorial by The Observer
December 1, 2014

Nearly 300 members and friends
of the media fraternity spent
last Wednesday afternoon in a
conference hall at Golf Course
hotel, discussing the media and
politics in Africa.
The first in what will be a series of lectures on this subject was delivered by the
renowned Zimbabwean media entrepreneur and activist Trevor
Ncube. Among other investments,

Ncube owns a controlling stake
in Mail&Guardian, the successful South African media house
with increasingly continental
ambitions.
The African Centre for Media
Excellence, the organisers of
the lecture series, could not
have chosen a more apt theme.
The relationship between media
and politics is a most intricate
one; the two are not expected
to be bed fellows but are supposed to serve the same public interest; politicians wield
power, journalists hold pens and
pads; and while powerful poli-

From Indiana University
ACME operates on multiple missions and values, but co-founders Mwesige and Bernard Tabaire keep coming back to one word:
quality.
The two men formed the center because they saw an opportunity
for east African media to practice better journalism. Tabaire
was working as the managing editor for weekend editions at The
Daily Monitor in Kampala, and Mwesige was serving as group
training editor for The Nation media group, a Nairobi-based
conglomerate that owns print and electronic outlets in Uganda,
Kenya and Tanzania, including the Daily Monitor. Mwesige was
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ticians rightly demand respect, journalists focused on the public interest should
not defer to politicians. Navigating such
a relationship is never going to be easy,
and it is worth reflecting on some of the
key messages from Trevor Ncube’s powerful lecture. Ncube spoke out against what
he called brown-envelope journalism. Why
do we journalists go to cover an event and
expect, even harangue, organisers to give
us “transport refund” (just like those
delegations to State House)?
This ‘refund’, moreover, is almost always
more than we would have spent in fares.
As Ncube said, people will not respect a
journalist if they know they can easily
buy him/her to report in a certain away.
Where, Ncube asked, is our pride?

working in Nairobi when the 2007 post-election
violence broke out in Kenya.
“I was struck by some of the omission of our
own outlets, and I became a very big advocate
of bolder journalism around the time of challenging times like that,” said Mwesige, now
ACME’s executive director.
Two years later, Tabaire and Mwesige formed
the center, using $100,000 of their own money,
nothing from donors or loans. ACME trains more
than 800 journalists a year in quality jour-
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Ncube also advocated courageous journalism that does not give too much respect to
politicians. He would, in fact, be happy
to see presidents and ministers mocked in
cartoons and words. One definition of courage is accurate knowledge of what one
should not fear.
We need to remember that demanding accountability and seeking answers from our
politicians, civil society, and businesses
– on behalf of 34 million Ugandans – is a
legitimate cause over which we should not
be timid.
Obviously, Ncube addressed many other issues and these are only two. But journalists who approach politics with a mixture
of sound ethical principles and professional courage would go a long way to
serving the public interest.

nalism practices and more than 100 civil
servants in areas such as media relations,
media literacy and media monitoring.
Most are working professionals rather than
university students, and most live in Uganda, but the center frequently trains journalists from all over Africa.
For more go to: http://journalism.indiana.
edu/general-news/news/mwesige-phd04-promoting-quality-journalism-across-africa/
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OUR PARTNERS
At African Centre for Media Excellence we rely on partnerships with like-minded organisations to
provide a foundation from which we successfully operate. In 2014, we worked with several organisations.

• Canada Fund for Local Initiatives
• Democratic Governance Facility
• Fojo: Media Institute
• Ford Foundation
• Freedom House/USAID
• Fund for Global Human Rights
• Hivos
• MacArthur Foundation
• Natural Resource Governance Institute (formerly Revenue Watch Institute)
• Thomson Reuters Foundation/NORAD
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PARTING SHOT
By William Pike

Why are newspapers important? They help us
work towards the truth. There is a protocol
that we follow of cross-checking news by subeditors and editors.

Keep the faith; keep producing
detailed factual stories

That protocol is not followed on the Internet...
any blogger or writer can present his or her
version of events that may be true or false.

The keynote speech at the first Uganda
National Journalism Awards event on 9 April
2014, was given by Mr. William Pike. Below is
a highly abridged version of the speech.

Stories submitted by citizens can be a great
contribution but they only become truly valuable when they have been examined and
checked by editors to confirm them, or contextualise them by attributing the source.

I started in journalism in 1978... only the printing
press today is recognisable.

If a story is in the Monitor or New Vision, we
assume that it is true, or likely to be true, because it is has been validated by a process, by
the editors. That is important because political and social debate will be based on agreed
facts, that eventually some consensus will be
reached.

We have lived through a technological revolution
in the last 25 years. And that revolution is not over
yet.

It is also important because it provides a historical record, a factual record, that future
analysts can refer to.

Today I will focus primarily on print because that
is where, I believe, media faces its greatest challenge.

I get annoyed reading academic treatises
where there are assumptions about what hap-
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pened in the past, where the writer has clearly
not gone back to the newspaper archives.
Newspapers set the news agenda. Electronic
media and the Internet now have greater reach
but newspapers drive the news agenda. It is
the deep stories in print — investigations, exposes, analyses — that very often are followed
up in the TV or radio news, or in discussions by
bloggers.
The mindset of the Internet is brief. For indepth stories, we will still need newspapers.
But in a world of immediate, short, digital
information, newspapers will become a minority product, read mainly by the intelligentsia,
opinion leaders who are willing to pay for a
more in-depth news product.
The world still needs verified, factual news stories. But that checking process costs money.
Above all, KEEP THE FAITH. Keep producing
detailed factual stories that have been crosschecked and balanced with both sides. Remember you are creating history. You are defining
society. Unless journalists perform this vital
task, society will lose its self-awareness, its
consciousness, its sense of direction.
ACME Annual Report 2014

Electronic media and the
Internet now have greater
reach but newspapers drive
the news agenda
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This evening as we recognise
journalists who have excelled
in their fields, let me remind
you again to do your work with
objectivity and professionalism. Let us provide the citizens
with balanced stories that will
encourage them to demand
for transparency and accountability from those in positions
of power whether political or
technical. This will help us to
have a country where citizens
receive better services and
thus a better country.
- IGG Irene Mulyagonja,
speaking as chief guest at the first
Uganda National Journalism Awards
event on 9 April 2014 in Kampala
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COVER PICTURE: Mr Trevor Ncube delivers the inaugural
Media and Politics in Africa Annual Lecture at the Golf Course
Hotel in Kampala on 26, November 2014
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